Supporting model interpretability for complex phenomena where annotators can legitimately disagree, such as emotion recognition, is a challenging machine learning task. In this work, we show that explicitly quantifying the uncertainty in such settings has interpretability benefits. We use a simple modification of a classical network inference using Monte Carlo dropout to give measures of epistemic and aleatoric uncertainty. We identify a significant correlation between aleatoric uncertainty and human annotator disagreement (r ≈ .3). Additionally, we demonstrate how difficult and subjective training samples can be identified using aleatoric uncertainty and how epistemic uncertainty can reveal data bias that could result in unfair predictions. We identify the total uncertainty as a suitable surrogate for model calibration, i.e. the degree we can trust model's predicted confidence. In addition to explainability benefits, we observe modest performance boosts from incorporating model uncertainty.
Introduction
Supporting interpretability of an automated prediction system in complex tasks where human experts disagree is a challenging machine learning problem. In such settings, answering the following questions can help understand model's predictions: is the model uncertain due to capturing annotator biases and their subjective perspective? Or is it errorprone for a specific set of samples due to a distribution shift from the training data? Can the predicted confidence scores of the model be trusted? Do they represent the true likelihood so that we can intuit and reason about their results?
Emotion understanding is an icon for a learning setting where label ambiguity abounds. Most researchers agree that emotion in itself is nuanced and the same input could be assigned different labels due to change in contextual information or the perspective of the reviewer [7] . Thus, disambiguating annotator and data bias and quantifying how well predictive confidence can be trusted is crucial to supporting explainability in emotion classification.
In this work, we extend beyond deterministic modeling of affect using Monte Carlo (MC) dropout [8] , a technique that requires no changes to the neural network architecture and only minimal changes at inference time. This approach augments classification's per-class confidence scores with measures of uncertainty. We tease apart elements in the uncertainty estimates and investigate how each helps interpreting model predictions and its failure modes. We show this decomposition results in a proxy for inter-rater disagreement capturing annotators' bias, and a proxy highlighting bias in data that could potentially result in unfair predictions.
Given that humans have intuitive understanding of probability [3] , to support this intuition and provide interpretable confidence scores, calibration is required. That is, we expect predicted probability estimates to represent the true likelihood of correctness [10] . Calibration can be seen as the degree of trust in predicted confidence scores of a classifier. We further investigate the relationship between uncertainty estimates and the degree of calibration, pinpointing samples where confidence predictions are (not) to be trusted.
While this technique helps interpretability by disambiguating sources of bias and relation to calibration, it can also boost performance. We report significant improvement in Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) between predicted and true class probabilities. We show a strong correlation between total uncertainty and JSD (r ≈ .6), identifying it as a proxy for performance. We study the influence on accuracy, especially if given the option to reject classifying samples where the model lacks confidence.
To summarize, we use MC dropout with traditional neural network architectures and explore the benefits of resulting measures of uncertainty while disambiguating their source. Our contributions include: 1) introducing a proxy for interannotator disagreement, 2) demonstrating the power of such metrics in identifying difficult samples and bias in training data along with ways to alleviate them, 3) finding a surrogate for calibration, 4) showing improvements in performance in addition to interpretability benefits.
Background & Related Work
Understanding what a model does not know is especially important to explain and understand its predictions. State-ofthe-art classification results are mostly achieved by deep neural networks (DNN)-such as AlexNet, VGGNet, ResNet, etc.-that are deterministic in nature and not designed to model uncertainty. Bayesian Neural Networks (BNN) have been an alternative to DNNs, providing a distribution over model parameters at an extra computational cost while increasing difficulty of conducting inference [5, 14] . These computational challenges hinder scalability of BNNs.
MC dropout [8] has been introduced as an approximation of BNNs that can be achieved by keeping the same architecture of a deterministic DNN and only making minimal changes at inference time. Dropout, i.e. randomly dropping weights at training time, is commonly used in DNNs as a regularization method. Drawing random dropout masks at test time can approximate a BNN. Recently, [12] demonstrated ways to additionally learn the observation noise parameter σ, thus modeling epistemic and aleatoric uncertainty in parallel. Epistemic uncertainty represents lack of confidence in one's knowledge attributed to missing information about the learning task. Aleatoric uncertainty is attributed to the stochastic behavior of observations. They evaluated the approach for use in regression tasks in depth estimation. A partial version of the model, only modeling aleatoric uncertainty, was evaluated for classification for semantic segmentation.
These efforts show great potential at empowering deterministic DNNs with Bayesian properties with negligible computational overhead. However, we will show complex, difficult tasks where reviewers disagree and data may not fully represent everyone, such as affect detection, can benefit from inferring different sources of uncertainty. Despite its importance, latent uncertainty quantification in emotion detection tasks is under-explored. However, there have been a few efforts regarding more realistic emotion recognition by incorporating explicit inter-annotator disagreement. For example, modeling perception of uncertainty as measured by the standard deviation of labels captured from crowdsourced annotations has been studied in [11] . While such efforts are valuable in affective computing applications, these approaches are supervised, are prone to error when annotations are sparse and varied in number, are not capable of capturing uncertainty introduced by model parameters or sources of noise other than human judgment.
Technical Approach
The underlying architecture of our model is an Inception-ResNet-v1 [23] for extracting facial features, followed by a multi-layer perceptron for emotion classification. We built upon an open-source implementation [20] of FaceNet [21] . We pre-trained the model up to the Mixed-8b layer using cross-entropy loss on face identity classes using the CASIA-WebFace dataset [24] . The pre-processing step included using a Multitask CNN [25] to detect facial landmarks and extract facial bounding boxes in the form of 182×182 pixel images. Since the utility of this training mechanism is to identify faces, it learns to ignore features that are invariant to one's identity, e.g. facial expressions, in the later layers of the network while the earlier layers represent lower-level features. Mixed-7a best encoded and retained emotionallyrelevant information based on our experiments (See §A.1).
Baseline
After extracting features from layer Mixed-7a, a fullyconnected network with two hidden layers was used to infer basic emotions. We refer to this model as Baseline. Facial Expression Recognition (FER) is an established emotion detection dataset [9] . FER+ is the same set of images, expanded to include at least 10 annotations from crowd-sourced taggers [1] . We used FER+ train, private test, and public test subsets for training, hyper parameter tuning, and evaluation of our model performance, respectively. See §A.1 for details.
Epistemic & Aleatoric Uncertainties
For each input image, Baseline predicts a length-C logits vector z which is then passed through a softmax operation to form a probability distribution p over a set of class labels. For our new model, we move away from pointwise predictions, and put a Gaussian prior distribution over the network weights, W ∼ N (0, I). To overcome the intractability of computing the posterior distribution p(W |X, Y ), we use MC dropout [8] , performing dropout both during training and test time before each weight layer, and approximate the posterior with the simple distribution q W θ . Here, q W θ is a mixture of two Gaussians, where the mean of one of the Gaussians is fixed at zero. We minimize the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between q W θ and the p(W |X, Y ):
where N is the number of data points, p is dropout probability, q W θ is the dropout distribution, andŴ t ∼ q W θ . Using MC integration with T sampled dropout masks, we have the ap-
. Inspired by [15] , we use entropy in the probability space as a proxy for classification uncertainty. To get an aggregate uncertainty measure, we marginalize over all parameters and use the entropy of the probability vector p: H(p) = − C c=1 p c log p c . We then quantify the total (U t ) and aleatoric uncertainty (U a ) using: On the other hand, images with the highest Ue include dark-skinned subgroups, a non-frontalized photo, and a highly illuminated image, even when there is near-perfect agreement across human-annotators. We believe this is due to the skewed pre-training dataset, suggesting that it is not equipped to encode such samples.
The epistemic uncertainty U e is then defined U t − U a . Note that U e will represent mutual information between true values and model parameters and thus has a different scale compared to U a and U t that each represent entropy of a probability distribution. For simplicity, we refer to this model as UncNet in the rest of the paper. The code is available at https://github.com/asmadotgh/unc-net.
Results & Discussion
We show that modeling and disambiguating different sources of uncertainty provides a means to identify data that are more difficult to classify, and seek to provide interpretable reasons for why. Similar to [19] , to represent task subjectivity, we compute the probability that two draws from the empirical histogram of human annotations disagree:
where C is the number of classes and p i,c is the probability of image i being rated as class c.
A Proxy for Inter-Rater Disagreement
Classification of perceived emotions is inherently a subjective task, with disagreement across human annotators. We hypothesize that aleatoric uncertainty is associated with inter-annotator disagreement. We used the Pearson correlation coefficient to assess the relationship between aleatoric uncertainty (U a ) and disagreement probability (d i ), resulting in a significant correlation: r = 0.301, p .001. This finding suggests aleatoric uncertainty as a tool for quantifying degree of label subjectivity associated with an image.
Note that we observed no significant correlation between epistemic uncertainty and the annotators' disagreement probability: r = −0.027, p = 0.105. This is aligned with our hypothesis that epistemic uncertainty captures the uncertainty introduced by model parameters and is not able to capture the nuance in subjective annotations. Figure 1 shows samples with the highest and lowest uncertainties. On the left, extreme cases in terms of aleatoric uncertainty (U a ) are listed. We observe that samples with low U a are stereotypical expressions of emotion where annotators (almost) unanimously agree on the assigned label. The fact that "happiness" class is the second most common class in the dataset (after "neutral"), and has a stereotypical morphology in terms of the position of the eye corners, mouth, and teeth exposure may have contributed to the dominance of "happiness" class in low U a samples. On the other hand, we observe that samples with highest U a either represent subjectivity involved in label assignment and lack of annotators' consensus; or low quality of an image. For example, the face occlusion or being a drawing as opposed to a photograph. Figure 1 , on the right, shows extreme cases in terms of epistemic uncertainty (U e ). Low U e samples show similar patterns: samples with stereotypical expression of emotion that are common in the training set. On the other hand, we see different patterns in samples with high U e . We observe that the model has low confidence in the predictions for darkskinned subgroups. Our interpretation is that the CASIA-WebFace dataset that was used for pre-training the model is highly skewed. It contains faces of celebrities that IMDB lists as active between 1940 and 2014. Most of these celebrities are white. That may explain why the model has high U e in making a prediction for non-white input images. We also see a sample that exemplifies a non-frontalized photo, which the human annotators were able to unanimously assign a "neutral" label despite its atypical viewpoint in the dataset. Since the pre-training process included a frontalization preprocessing step, we believe the current model is not capable of finding meaningful representations for non-frontalized photos and that is why this sample has high U e . Factors such as different illumination may also result in higher U e .
Task Subjectivity, Difficulty & Bias in Training

A Proxy for Degree of Calibration
The Brier Calibration Error [2, 6, 13 ] is a commonlyused metric for quantifying calibration:
N is the number of samples, C is the number of classes, y is a one-hot representation of true labels andŷ is the predicted confidence scores. Additionally, variations of reliability diagram have been used to show the discrepancy between confidence and accuracy [10, 17, 4] . Since we have multiple annotations per data point, each pair of <annotation, sample> is treated separately. Figure 2 (left) shows the reliability diagram for both Baseline and UncNet. As plotted, both models are close to the 45 • line. This is aligned with previous research findings showing evidence of well-calibrated predictions when trained with soft-labels [16, 22] . While the near-perfect calibration in Baseline does not leave space for further improvement, additional uncertainty estimates provide useful information about subgroups of images that may be more or less calibrated. On the right, the relationship between uncertainty and calibration is visualized. We sort samples based on predictive uncertainty estimates and plot BCE as a function of U a , U e , and U t percentile. There was a significant Pearson correlation between each of these pairs: r Ua,BCE = .880, p .00001; r Ue,BCE = .710, p .00001; r Ut,BCE = .884, p = .00007. This suggests that lower uncertainty is associated with a better calibration. Particularly, aleatoric uncertainty plays a more significant role in identifying when a model's predicted confidence score matches the true correctness likelihood. See §A.3 for details regarding other suggested calibration scores [10, 18] .
Performance
We also hypothesized performance gains using UncNet. Due to task subjectivity and annotation spread ( §A.2), we be-lieve measures that rely on a binary true/false assumption for evaluation do not fully represent the nuance of our problem setting. Therefore, we use Jensen-Shannon divergence to quantify the distance between predicted and true class probabilities: JSD(p,p) = KL(p||m)+KL(p||m))
2
. Here, m is the point-wise mean of p andp and KL is the Kullback-Leibler divergence. Lower JSD(p,p) represents better performance. A paired-samples t-test was conducted to compare the JSDs in Baseline and UncNet. There was a significant difference in JSD for Baseline (M = 0.473, SD = 0.131) and UncNet (M = 0.461, SD = 0.140); t(3578) = 9.335, p .001, confirming our hypothesis.
We take a more granular look and hypothesize that samples with higher uncertainty have higher JSD(p,p). To test this, a Pearson correlation coefficient was computed to assess the relationship between U a , U e , U t and JSD in UncNet. Each pair showed a significant correlation (p .00001): r Ua,JSD = .583; r Ue,JSD = .100; r Ut,JSD = .591. This finding further confirms our hypothesis: lower uncertainty is associated with a better match between prediction and groundtruth. Similar to findings of [12] , we see aleatoric uncertainty plays a more significant role in such identification.
Though accuracy may not fully represent this nuanced problem setting, we also checked how UncNet compared to the Baseline as measured by accuracy. We observed that UncNet has the potential to improve performance modestly, but that if the model had the option to reject classifying samples it is not confident in up to 25%, it improves significantly in performance, by as much as 8%. See §A.4 for details.
Conclusion
We focused on the often subjective task of perceived emotion classification and demonstrated how a classical network architecture can be altered to predict measures of epistemic and aleatoric uncertainties and how these measures can help interpretation of model's confidence scores. We presented evidence for aleatoric uncertainty being a proxy for interannotator disagreement and showcased how the measured aleatoric uncertainty can identify low quality inputs or more subjective samples. Additionally, we presented explorations of how epistemic uncertainty can represent bias in training data and suggest directions to alleviate that. Our results suggest that the predicted total uncertainty can act as a surrogate for degree of calibration, even on tasks without human-expert consensus. Finally, we showed there are other benefits such as potential performance improvements.
